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Outsunny Propane Gas Fire Pit Table 50000BTU Smokeless Firepit Outdoor Patio Heater w-
Protective Cover Lava Rocks and Lid 107x51x63cm Black

  View Product 

 Code : 842-271V70BK

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£584.99

£389.99 / exc vat
£467.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

DUO DESIGN: Both a metal gas fire pit and an outdoor
dining table - do double the job in a compact size. Lid to
cover the smokeless fire pit when needed as a table.
50000 BTU BURNER: Stainless steel burner provides
clean and smokeless burn help retain the warmth longer.
Pulse ignition system starts and adjusts flame easily (1 x
AA battery required).
GAS-POWERED: Propane tank easily installs into the gas
fire pits for garden base. Protected by the door to keep it
out of sight.
COVER INCLUDED: Fabric with PVC coating protects the
firepit when not being use for extended use. FIRE PIT
TABLE DIMENSIONS: 107L x 51W x 63H cm WEIGHT
CAPACITY: 20 kg.
REGULATOR AND HOSE INCLUDED - TANK IS NOT
INCLUDED.
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